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The student organising committee organised its first event SPArC Jovial on

10th September 2022 in the college auditorium. It’s an inaugural ceremony.

The primary purpose of SPArC Jovial was to mark the beginning of the

academic year and the tenure of the newly formed student organizing

committee. It served as a platform for the former postholders to pass over

their responsibilities to the new student organising committee members. The

former post holders pass over the responsibilities to the secretaries and brief

them about their roles, duties, and accountabilities. including event planning,

communication with committee. The event not only marked the beginning

of a new academic year but also aimed to instill a sense of purpose and

dedication among the committee members as they took on their roles and

responsibilities. 

SPArC Jovial: 10.8.22



The farewell event "ARDIEVAS" was organised on 28th October 2022, for

the members of the student organizing committee of the year 2021-2022. It

was an occasion to express gratitude to the outgoing committee members for

their dedication, hard work, and contributions during their term. The process

to decide the winners for the titles of "Mr./Miss SPArCian" and “Mr./Miss

Face of the Day”  involved a comprehensive approach with three distinct

rounds among the senior students. Each round contributed to evaluating

different aspects of the participants, ensuring a well-rounded assessment.

Manish Mukhi was awarded the title of Mr. SPArCian, Ujjwala Malvika

earned the honor of Miss SPArCian, Vikas Kumar Mahato was recognized as

Mr. FACE OF THE DAY and Bishakha Kumari received the title of Miss

FACE OF THE DAY.

ARDIEVAS: 28.10.22
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An induction was held on                

20th  November 2022 for newly

admitted students. The objective of this

induction is to introduce the new

students of session 2021-2024 to the

rich history, heritage and success story

of SPArC as a community dedicated to

the preservation of art over the

centuries. Chief Organizing Secretary

Aditi Singh appraised everyone about

the annual activities conducted by

SPArC. Her speech elaborated on

SPArC's role as a community of

students working to preserve and

promote Art and Culture. Culture

Secretary Sneha Kumari discussed the

achievements of SPArC, acknowledging

and appreciating the accomplishments

made by the alumni. The students were

exposed to Sunday classes which

included literary class, music class,

drama class and fine arts class. The

objective behind these classes is to

provide a platform for the students to

skill themselves in a better way.

 

 

Induction: 20.11.22
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Qalamkaar: a creative writing

competition. Creative writing is a form

of artistic expression, it was a

multilingual competition organised  in

three languages: Hindi, Urdu and English

organised on 12th December 2022 in

room no 22. Qalamkaar as an annual

literary event, continues to play a crucial

role in nurturing the writing talents of

students at the college. Participants were

instructed to opt for any form of writing,

either a poem, a short story, an essay, or

an article on the given topic. The topics

were announced two minutes prior to

the beginning of the competition.

Students were allowed to take part on

the spot. With the huge number of

participants, the event began at         12

pm. The participants were given time

duration of 1 hour to complete their

writing.  The competition witnessed

enthusiastic participation from students

across various semesters.

 

Qalamkaar: 12.12.22
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The winners were 

English 

1st - Shikhar Sandil, BA Sem 1 

2nd - Atul Kumar Singh, BA Sem 1

Hindi 

1st - Bishakha Kumari, BA Sem 5 

2nd- Manav Ghosh, BA Sem 1

Consolation prize : Abishek Kumar

Singh, BA Sem 5

Urdu: 1st - Saheefa Alam, BSC Sem 2

2nd- Nazia Amin, BA Sem 2
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We...the poets an annual self-composed

poetry competition in Hindi, Urdu and

English organised on 15th December

2022, in room no. 15. The event began at

2:30 pm.  The participants were strictly

instructed to avoid plagiarism and direct

to submit their hand written manuscript

before the judge. Over 50 students

participated in the event. Dr. Basudhara

Roy and Prof. Saket Kumar ware the

judges for English category while the

Urdu category was judged by Prof. Md.

Tufail Ahmad and  for the Hindi

category the judge was         

Dr. Subhashchandra Gupta.

The winners were 

English 

1st - Arzoo Naz, BA Sem 4 

2nd - Shiuli Palit, BA Sem 2

Hindi 

1st - Sahdev Mahato, BA Sem 4 

2nd- Muskan Bhalekar , B.Com Sem 4 

Urdu: 

1st - Ayesha Siddhique, B.Sc Sem 1 

2nd- Ishrat Naaz , B.Com Sem 1

 

We...the poets: 15.12.22 
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AAEENA - E - SHAB 6.0: 25.12.22

Society for Promotion of Art and

Culture (SPArC)  organised its online

event of Urdu poetry Aaeena-e-Shab 6.0

on 25th December 2022, at 7.30 pm.

Through this we came up with the

contemporary voices of Urdu poetry and

made a small effort to kindle the light of

Urdu language, literature and culture

among our youths. Renowned Urdu

poets like Sarwar Sajid, Sadaf Iqbal,

Zubair Ansari, Avinash Aman, Sharique

Reaz, etc. were  part of this poetic

session.

Prof. Gauhar Aziz was the host of the

event with Convenor Dr. S. M. Yahiya

Ibrahim  and Prinicipal Dr. Mohammad

Reyaz  The event was memorable. The

team of Sparc organized the event and

students participated enthusiastically. It

was great knowing that Urdu language

and its beauty attracts people not letting

the language fade, connecting to the

roots.
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Battle Symphony: A music competition

organised by SPArC on 24th January

2023, Battle symphony was categorized

into four categories Bollywood,

Hollywood, Rap and Battle of Bands.  

This year SPArC has introduced a new

category ‘Rap’ in Battle Symphony. Solo

participation was allowed in all three

categories – Bollywood, Hollywood and

Rap. Due to some circumstances the

event had to be divided into two days.

On the first day of Battle Symphony in

two categories Bollywood and

Hollywood whereas on the second day

the event was organized in the categories

of Rap and Battle of  Bands. The event

concluded with the Prize Distribution

including the winners of “We...the poet”

and “Qalamkaar”.

The winners of Battle Symphony were 

Bollywood Category 

1st - Kavishek Kalindi

2nd - Shipra Mahanty
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Battle Symphony: 24.01.23 



 Hollywood Category: 

 1st - Prerna Pandey 

 2nd - Adrija Mallick 

Rap Category : 

1st-  Mahenoor Fatima

2nd- Priyangshu Das

Battle of Bands Category:

1st - Sahdev & Team

2nd-Afifa & Team
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International Mother Language Day

draws attention to different languages

and cultures around the world. On 21st  

February 2023, SPArC organized the

event "International Mother Language

Day with Pearls of Poetry from Indian

Languages". Celebrating the diversity of

multilingualism on the occasion of

International Mother Language Day. It

was a multilingual, poetry recitation

evenr, where students recited poetry in

their first language like Hindi, Urdu,

Bengali, Punjabi, Santhali etc. This

program gave us insight about

multilingual poetry. The program began

at 7 pm on Google Meet, giving

students a platform to speak to an

audience familiar with their mother

tongue. Principal Dr. Md. Reyaz,       

Convenor Dr. S. M. Yahiya Ibrahim,

Dr. Basudhara Roy and Prof. A. K. Das

have joined to support the students.

International Mother Language Day: 21.02.23
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World Poetry Day: 21.03.23  
To celebrate World Poetry Day, on  21st

March 2023 SPArC organised.             

"Bait Baazi: Rekindling the 'Tehzeeb' of

Urdu Poetry" and "Verset: Remembering

the Magically Woven Words" in the

college auditorium to promote the value

of poetry in our lives.  Bait Baazi is a

battle of Ghazals, a total of six teams

were shortlisted for this event, each team

consisting of two participants competing

against the opposing team with their

Ghazals. The shortlisted teams were

groomed under the guidance of Prof.

Gauhar Aziz. Bait Baazi began at 12:30

pm followed by Verset.

Verset was a poetic recitation drama

performed by the students. The drama

depicted the hypothetical gathering of

poets belonging to various timelines,

reflecting the idea what could’ve

happened if they all gathered. The poets

include Jibananda Das, Bakim Chandra

Chatterjee, Emily Barret Browning,

William Shakespeare, Rupert Brooke,

Kamla Suraiyya, Amrita Pritam, Kumar

Vishwas and Ada Jafri.
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All these poets were enacted by student

with the poetic recition of verses in

Hindi, Urdu, Bengali and Urdu. 

The winner team of Bait Baazi were:

1st position- Team Iqbal 

Asia Ansaria and Inzamam Azi

2nd position- Team Firaq 

Haroon Sadaf and Nafiya

The best performer was awarded to

Inzamam Aziz



Book Talk on “म� गली �ं”: 03.04.23  

To inculcate the habit of reading and

encourage budding readers. The Book

Club of SPArC organised a Book Talk

on “म� गली �ं: सच जो महसूस �कया ”  on   

3rd April 2023. The book is written by   

Mr. Vivek Pandey, he is a Senior Editor

of Zee5 news channel. He recollected his

experience while writing the book and

delineated the students about the

objectives behind writing the book. It

was an intractive session conducted

online via Google Meet at 11:30 am,   

Mr. Vivek Pandey took a few questions

asked by the students in the chat and

encouraged students to become aspiring

writers. Principal Dr. Md. Reyaz joined

the session and shared his reviews.

Convenor Dr. S.M. Yahiya Ibrahim and

Dr. Rashmi Akhtar joins the book talk

session with around 50 students. The

event was anchored by Swati Sharma and

the Vote of Thanks was proposed the

Aditi Singh.
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Art Beat- An Annual Art Exhibition : 02.05.23

Art Beat: 8th Annual Art Exhibition was

organised on 2nd May 2023. Various

artworks and artifacts, such as more than  

beautiful ear cuffs made of quilling

paper, handicraft items, artisan jewelry,

dreamcatchers, and paper pulp

sculptures and over 400 painting were

exhibited after shortlisting several

Artworks by the Fine Art Mentor    

Mr. Apurba Dey. Dr. Hasan Imam, an

officer of JRD TATA sports, attended

the event as the chief guest, along with

the city's famous artist Mrs. Mukta

Gupta as the honourable guest, and  

Principal,  Dr. Md. Reyaz, Convenor.   

Dr. S. M. Yahiya Ibrahim, Fine Art

Mentor Mr. Apurba Dey and various

subject teachers from the college were

present at the art exhibition for the

students. The exhibition was successfully

planned, executed and managed by the

SPArC student committee members.
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Events aegis of Azadi Ka Amrit Mahotsav
Azadi Ka Amrit Mahotsav is an initiative

of the Government of India to celebrate

75 years of independence and the

glorious history of its people, culture,

and achievements. The official journey

of Azadi ka Amrit Mahotsav commenced

on 12th March 2021, which started a 75-

week countdown to our 75th anniversary

of independence and will end post a year

on 15 August 2023.

Under this Mahotsav, the Society for

Promotion of Art and Culture (SPArC)

organized several events to celebrate 75

years of independence.

In October- Slogan Writing Competition

and Poster Making Competition were

held on 28th October 2022 and 31st

October 2022 respectively. In the Poster

Making Competition, Suraiya Parveen,

Ayush Kumar, and Rukshar Parween

secured first, second and third positions.

Manav Ghosh and Ritik Thakur got first

and second positions in Hindi, Afia

Khanam and Shaniya Khanam in Urdu,

and Anisha Sarkar and Gaurav Roy in

English respectively.
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Events aegis of Azadi Ka Amrit Mahotsav

In November - Poetry Competition was

held on the occasion of Constitution

Day. 20 students in three languages: ,

Hindi, Urdu and English.

In December - “Tell-a-Tale,” a

Storytelling competition on Female

Freedom Fighters was held. In which

Priyanka Das and Nikhil Gupta were the

winners.
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Chitrakar- An Art Fest: 02.07.23
An art competition was organized on

2nd July 2023, in an art festival,

'Chitrakar,' by the Artist of Jamshedpur

and the Society for Promotion of Art

and Culture SPArC at Karim City

College Sakshi Prangan. This art

competition was divided into three parts.

A total of more than 300 participants

participated in the art competition. And

they displayed more than one beautiful

piece of art on their subject. City's

eminent artists Viplav Roy, Dalia Ghosh,

and Kakoli Goswami were present as

judges in the art competition, whom the

artists wished In the first group of the art

competition, Aaradhya Sena got first

place, Soumya Das Sharma second place

and Jeevansh Mukhi got third place. In

the second group, first place was secured

by Siddharth Kumar, and second place

A. Janavi and Gurpreet Singh got the

third position. In the final group, the

first prize was received by Harsh Kumar

Rai, the second prize by Kashish

Mankar, and the third prize by Rinki

Kumari.
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Satrang...the 13th
Opening 09.09.23

Society for Promotion of Art and Culture (SPArC) has organised a

weeklong annual and cultural fest, Satarang the 13th, numerous

students from college participated with zeal of enthusiasm, and more

than 500 students participated. SPArC organised its Satrang's prelims

on 4th September 2023, the events include Sur Sangat, Raqs and

Adakaari. After sort listing the participants, the Mains began on  9th

September 2023. The inaugural ceremony of the Cultural and Literary

festival - Satrang it  provides a platform to literature and art lovers

where they can identify and hone their talent through various

competitions.

Dr. Prabhat Kumar Pani, Finance Officer of Kolhan University,       

Dr. S.M. Yahiya Ibrahim, Convenor of SPArC, Dr. Mohammad Reyaz,

Principal of Karim City College were present as chief guests in this

program. The program started by lighting the lamp . The mascot of

Satrang was inaugurated in the presence of Chief Guest Prabhat

Kumar Pani, Dr. S.M. Yahiya Ibrahim, Dr. Anwar Shahab, Dr.

Basudhara Roy, Dr. Moazzam Nazri and the with working staffs of

college. After this, welcome dance was performed by Shreya Ghosh.

Principal, Dr. Mohammad Reyaz welcomed all the guests and

congratulated all the students for their participation in literary and

cultural competitions and encouraged to participate as much as

possible. After this the opening song was perfomed by Kavishek

Kalindi. 
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SPArC Chief Organizing Secretary Aditi Singh insights everyone about

the competitions to be held in Satrang.  Along with this, Gujarati

group dance was performed by the students. Chief guest Dr. Prabhat

Kumar Pani, while throwing light on the importance of culture and

art, said that art and culture are the heritage of any civilized society..

Principal Dr. Mohammad Reyaz honored the chief guest Prabhat

Kumar Pani by giving him a memento. In the first day Adakaari was  

organised is two categories: Group and Solo. The Theme for Group

Act was “Violence against Woman” and the theme for Mono Act was

“Freedom Fighters of India”. The first postion secured by team

included  Arzoo Naaz, Sahdev Mahato  and Benazir, The second team

to secure the position included Harsh Jha. Mana Singh, Sneha Sharma,

Abhilasha Kumari , Muskan Kumari and Akash Das. In the category

of Mono Act Monoact  Tania parkar secured the first position and  

Priyanshu Dash secured the second position. In the end, vote of

thanks was delivered by SPArC’s Cultural Secretary Sneha Sharma.
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Satrang...the 13th
DAY-2:  10.09.23

On the second day of Raqs, a dance competition was organised by

SPArC. The event was categorized into two categories: classical, semi-

classical, and folk. Every performance was appreciated by the audience,

and the judges presented their remarks and questions to every participant

just after their performances. The event had a few rules, such as on-spot

entries are allowed only under special circumstances on the day of

prelims. No entry will be allowed after prelims. Participants have to report

half an hour prior to the event. A Participant may take part in a maximum

two categories. A performance should not take more than five minutes.

Performance on a non-filmy song will be preferred. The participants

should bring their songs in pen drives for their performance. Participants

should submit their songs half an hour before the event. Decency in dress

and gestures is expected from all participants. in  Semi classical category  

Masoom Paul secured the first position Adrija Mallick secured the second.

For the  Folk Category first position was secured by Shivani Kumari,

second by  Apurv Deyand the third by Muskan Kumari and consolation

was secured by  Priya Murmu.
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Satrang...the 13th
Day-3: 11.09.23

On September 11, 2023 the Society for Promotion of Art and Culture

(SPArC) organized a vibrant and creative event at Karim City College,

celebrating the talents of numerous participants in various artistic

domains. The event featured a panel of judges from diverse backgrounds

who evaluated the participants' skills in painting, sketching, rangoli, face

painting. The judging panel comprised esteemed individuals who

brought their expertise to evaluate and appreciate the participants' artistic

and linguistic talents. For painting and sketching the judge was Anoop

Sinha for Rangoli and Face  Painting, Shrimati Rachna Mahato was the

judge. The competition showcased remarkable talents in various

categories, and the judges had the challenging task of selecting the

winners. In the Rangoli category first position  was secured  by Anisha

Sarkar and second position was secured by Nshirah. In Face Painting

category first position was given to Subharanjan Dandia and Kanishk

Dey and second position was secured by Muskaan Kumari and Mahak

Kumari.
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Satrang...the 13th
Finals : 12.09.23

The final round of music competition Sur Sangat was organized by the S

on 12th September 2023. The Sur Sangat Competition provides a

platform to the music artists where they can showcase their musical

talent.  In the Bollywood category the judges are Saurav Banerjee and

Ratnesh Kumar, in Ghazal the judge was Anil Kumar Singh , and fr the  

Classical music category the judge was  Padma Kumari Jha. Sur Sangat  

was divided into three categories - Bollywood music, Classical music and

Ghazal where the theme of Bollywood music was songs related to

“Rain”. In the Bollywood solo competition, Ayush Mitra got the first

place, Kavishek Kalindi got the second place, Sujata Bandra got the

consolation prize. Ayush Mitra got first place in Ghazal, Kavishek

Kalindi got second place, Dhritiman Mandal got consolation prize.

 In Classical music, the first prize was won by Ayush Mitra, second prize

by Dhritiman Mandal, consolation prize by Dhritiman Mandal and

Shipra Mahanti. After this, the closing ceremony of  Satrang was

organized. Principal, Dr. Mohammad Reyaz, , Former HOD, Hindi

deptt.,  Dr. Safiullah Ansari, SPArC Convenor Dr. S.M Yahiya Ibrahim

were present  . The program started by welcoming the Chief Guest  Dr.

Mohammad Zakaria, Secretary of college with a bouquet of flowers.

Principal. Dr. Mohammad Reyaz addressed that the events recognized

participants talent through various competitions organized in Satrang .

After this, Masoom Paul welcomed all the guests with her welcome

dance followed by opening song performed Kavishekh Kalindi and his

team.
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SPArC Chief Organizing Secretary Aditi Singh briefed the objective and

importance of various programs organized by SPArC throughout the year.

Then the sequence of solo songs and solo dance started. College Secretary

Dr. Mohammad Zakaria said that the competitions organized in Satrang

organized by SPArC are helpful in the development of literary and cultural

arts of the students.  The annual magazine – Sparkling Span was released  

in the presence of all the guests. After this, the process of prize distribution

started in which the chief guest rewarded and honored all the winners.  

Chief guest Dr Mohammad Zakaria was honored with a memento by Dr.

S.M. Yahiya Ibrahim. After honouring the winners a few special awards

were given to the students acknowledging their efforts throughout the

tenure.

The awardees are as followed-

Special Commendation for outstanding Leadership and Volunteering -

Aditi Singh 

Special Commendation for outstanding Cultural Influence - Sneha Kumari 

Principal Medal Of Appreciation - Raghubir Tudu 

Principal Medal Of Appreciation - Gourav Roy 

Principal Medal Of Appreciation - Samuel Karmakar

Principal Medal Of Appreciation - Awanth Upadhyay

Principal Medal Of Appreciation - Sudeep Singh Awal

Principal Medal Of Appreciation - Priyanka Das 

Principal Medal Of Appreciation - Priyangshu Dash

The Award for the Most Achievement participant  was awarded to Muskan

Kunari where as the Award Most participation wasbawarded  RajVardhan.

Mahinoor Fatma hosted the event and in the end the vote of thanks was

given by Samuel Karmakar. 
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